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Student credit union
looks for new home
111 ti)Ivin D. Ulla@
Deity stall writer
Bad credit. no credit. bankruptcy’
Students haven’t had to go to Paul from
the Diamond Center lor credit. they
could borrov. money from SJStis student credit union.
Now that credit union’s future is in
doubt.
The Washington Square Federal
Credit Union, a student, nai credit union
Mai loans money to SIM students at
lower interest rates %kill) easier qualifying terms. may have to dose down if it
cannot find a new location
The orgamiation. the only studentoin credit union in the 19-campus California State University system, currently occupies the University Club at
-t08 Solidi Eighth Si.
But the club has decided not to renew
ihe credit union.s lease
According to Allison ’frisch. the
president ol the University Club. the
club has extended the ,retlit union’s

If it comes to the
point where we don’t
have a place to go,
then we’ll have to
close down. So right
now we’re sweating
it.’
Bill Stone.
credit union chairman

lease only until August ot next year to
"give the kids as much time as possible
to find a new
"
Heisch said was agreed that the arrangement was to he temporary when
the Club of fered its space to the credit
union in 19’47. and said that the ;nativement was no longer %sinkable tor either

party
"It’s not pain, ularly convenient tor
Mein Or Us:. she said
liecaUse ot the lack ol space on campus. student volunteers at the %recta
union are wonied. They had had their
chaner for about nine months before
they. found their current lot anon Lathe
l!niversity Club
The students operated the credit
union from the office (il one of their ad% iser’s when it
hegan in October of

198"611. it comes to the point when: we
don’t have a place to go. then weII
have to close down. So right now were
sweating ii." said Bill Stone. chairman
01 ihe credit union
The Alumni Association has offered
hope it) the credit union lor a new location in a building that houses the association and the Spartan Foundation
The association had heatil about the
organi?ation’s dilemma. and is "explorSee (’1?/
name

Measles virus spreads
Health officials
fear epidemic
will head north
By Steven Musil
Daily stall writer
The outbreak of measles in 1..os Angeles and Santa Barbara has raised concerns that an epidemic may he spreading to Central rind Northern Calihwnia.
according to Dr James Nash. director
of Health Services at Caliliwnia Poly technic State University at San Luis
Joe Watson - Way stall photographer
!kiosk majors ( ;corgi. Rios atol Mary itt Slater practice before their music class

One Cal Poly student was exposed to
Me virus while visiting a friend at the
.ripersity of Calilornia at Los Angeles.
and another contracted the %inn. alter at

lending a liallovveen party at the Univ coat%
Calitiwnia at Santa Barbara.
he said
There is a "significant chance" that
the %nu, w ill spread further as students
loam home hir the holidays. he added
An outbreak at S.ISt ’ however.
seems unlikely avvording to Dr Bohm
Tatta. assot late director of Student
Health Ser% e,
A Calittiona State University Chancellors Oltive regulation requires that
all (-St] students he immunued against
certain diseases. Currently. new student% are required to prin ale prim! of
minium/anon to he registered at SJSU.
"SJSI has heen evitemely effective
in pro% iding measles v avi. Ines." Latta
said In 19rib. he said that Health Sen ices administered 5,0011 tree % accines
In response to the need lor additional

vaccines in Los Angeles. much of the
vaccines that would normally have gone
to SJSU were diverted to Southern California. Lana said. Latta estimated the
numher ol vaccines on hand at 150
doses. hut said that it a need arose on
the campus. more VaCCines 11oUld he
illade :11ailable hy the state
’The epidemic has been responsible
for more than 13 111 tiev. .tsc. and has
11
claimed 13 lives this year
In Los Angeles County . at.cording to
Paid Frederick. an epidemiologist tor
the I..A . County Health Ifept. He added
that CalifOrnia was not the only region
being affected by the epidema and
listed Houston and New ..0.- :is cities
suffering from the %irus
Nation% ide. about 9010 cases have
been reponed with a prediction of
See MI %NI /
ihli 1

College-age transient Hoopsters wheel in for SJSU tourney
looking for change
11) 1111111 %.

Daily ,,iarl writer

By Zee Shess
het! Cars Ill tront of the Photo Drive -Up
Special to the Daily
store nevi th tor Itosalina Imbue. an San
Two girls piled out of a tan Fiat. One Jose (’ity College student. was stabbed
entered the market. Another. ming a to death inside. Police questioned Bay.pole as a crutch. vomited. Undaunted lor. arid tellow panhantller even saw
by the repulsise cascade, Mike Baylor the murder but police discounted his
story
approached a Man exiting the store
"Hey. say could you help me out
A hollow -looking man named Darrell
v. ah a quarter’’’.
who sat nevi it) liaylor told ol how the
killer straddled the viciiiii and repeat
edly plunged the knife with his lett arm
into her torso. He did not see the crime
act out of fear that the man might sec
and attack him
still has not twit caught
The
The e,etime Ain caught up \soli
Baylor X ith clenched knees. his legs
seemed glued together. his hands tucked
in his laded corduroy leans Kept w aim
Mike Baylor. only hy a stained white colt shirt that
he pace,’
transient covers .1 small
slightly . Talking ahout his lite make,
him feel "paranoid.- On this hreeteles,
night. hi% untamed light brown hair and
scraggly heard lied intaionless.
Baylor’s disahility checks pay for
room and loot] at a hoarding house on
post
his
to
Rejected. lie returned
South Ninth Street whew he’s lived kw
standing in the night shadows against "close it) a year." He relused to tell
the dimly -lit front wall at the 7 -Eleven where exactly it was. or eVen discuss
convenience store at I I th and San Car- the thought of living w ith his parent% in
los streets.
Baylor dnipped out of San Jose s AnIle panhandles for extra food like a
drew Hill High School: school was bor- burrito or a soda His loser is had M1 he
ing to him. a -waste of time.- Today doesn’t drink alcohol very often any he is 20 -- college -age. But his inter- more. hut claims to "pany all kinds of
ests lie not in upcoming finals or even diffen.mt
making it to class. He wants change
Hi% blue eyes then caught fire with
SJSU students are often charitable 10- bitterness. I ft ktors prescribed mime
ward him
anti -depressants for him once and the
"When the student% leave. there’s not drug’s effect causes him rims to have a
said.
he
!ch.’.
a lot ot money
heart murmur. Pie medication he is on
Baylor knows spending his time on now makes him feel edgy .
hut
dangerous
is
"One of the reasons I’m paranoid to
the downtown streets
Ws "too expensive to live any place talk is because I gei thrown in jail fOr no
else." After living in the area fix the reason... Bay ha said.
Once. the police picked him iip ftw
past five years. a jaded Baylor said
watching vomit splatter on the pave- loitering. BM "they phy skimp’) had
me on some medication and I %%as unment doesn’t bother him
"I know this is a trouble spot.- Bay- able to dehate with them," he said
Baylor suddenly
lor said. "But I have to take a risk ..
indignant
Baylor will never forget the (ktoher when asked to disclose what the medinight two years ago when he walked up cation was.
See CHANGE. htit.k pave
to the 7 -Eleven to find a swarm of po-

know this is a
trouble spot. But I
have to take a risk.’

tans who are tired of watching
SJSU basketball games. 1111W 01 the
top women’s wheelchair basketball
players In the nation w ill play in a
tournament tin Langan. next month.
"1111% is as professional as sports
get w heti played) v% itli a disability ."
pril Tripp. tournameni orgasaid
nuer
"A lot of the women played on the
Gold Medal w inning lealll from St..oul
iSouth Korea’. dial a lot are trying
make the team that V, ill go to Barcelona i Spain I alter the nevi 01%in

Mc.... Trip said
On Jan 27 2S. Mi. N.iithein
fornia WomeMs \\heck:hair Basketball Tournament %sill he held in SPX
4-1 from 9:U/
to 5.30 p
Saturday . and 9 to a.m. to I p.m., Sunda s . she said
Ilse teams trom the West Coast
ys ill play in the tournament. and admission 11 111 he free
The teams that are scheduled to
participate are trom Oregon. San
Ifiego.Sacraniento. 1 its Angeles and
the Bay- Area. Tripp said .As there are
onl% 1 %wiliell’s wheelchair basket the
hall team. in the nation. ,1/Ille

hest teams will he play mg. she said
Sinct. there are %cry lew teams ot
their valiber. it is imponant that they
play call other as much as possible to
stay in shape and hopelully earn a hid
on the ( fly iiipic team. Tnp said
Acting as stouts tor the Para-Olympics. "most of the people who know
aht int 14 011 n v% heel). hair basketball
w ill he there... Flipp said
The games w ill he played follow mg
the satine rules as regular basketball.
ith a less exceptions. she said The
teams will each play Y. ith live players
on the court. Tripp said. and "it looks
like basketball. but they ’re in chairs .

One major dif terence is the xost
pain, ipate The ss heck hairs alone go
k er $2.01111 ea.:11. Mill need 111 he
1.1111.4.11111 replaced hesallse dr. he
Viorn
0111d.11ed. she said
lies ans.:

these

ale

peel:ill/et!

the
1nd ’ante the teams don’t
c sponsors, the htlialen is often lett
on to the players
ured several
I ripp said she has
sponsorships Ina!) t again/alit ins. in
(Jutting the N,111.1.11ed Students sr 0
tan Shops. Int. and the t’alifornia v.
amis. the ,ost is

teased lor

pia\ cis

See CiAAIES. hat k

Two bomb scares
in as many days;
warnings issued
By Greg Haas
Daily stall writer
Classes %%ere e1atAlated Irom Dudley Moorehead
Hall Wednesday because of a bomb threat the se,
ond one on campus in two days.
Two bomb threat% were Made in two days invols
the Engineenng Building and Dudley Moorehead.
causing scheduled classes to he disrupted. according
Richard A. Staley. Emergency Preparedness Coordi
nator Department of Public Salety Intonnation OftiCCI.
Staley said lie ss as not sure it there is a con-elation betsseen the end ot the semester and the bomb
scares. The possibility lin sonleone to avoid a midterm
or final Is Mere. he said.
’the t ’inversity Police Department received a call
about 9 a.m.. said Staley’. ’the caller said the homh
WaS in a ham n paper hag on the lirst floor 01 Dudley
Moorehead and vi as set to go off at 9:50 a.m.. Staley
said.
The UPD esacuated the building and after securing all entrances. they conducted a search for the explosive tlevice. he said.
The police found nothing. hut (lid not let people
hack into the building until 10 a.m.. Staley. said.
Staley issued a warning to people considering
calling in a bomb threat ." If you are failing a class and
call in a homh threat during the time your class is
scheduled. you vi ill he talking to a university police

Mary Morello SOPCial tO the
I,arry Gcrston hands out a quiz 14) his history class during the homh scare
officer.’ he said
Although most classes were disrupted. one class
continued on the lawn in front ot Tower Hall Larry
wienee. held dass de.
Tierston. protessor
spite the inconvenience.
Die class took a quO planned for Wednesday

Daily

(ierston said
"Ninety percent of the class was here Virtually’
everybody took the yuii.’ he said.
The homh threat was "ndiculous.’’ ierston said
"You cannot let these things. ruin your plans." he
said.
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Pearl Harbor’s
lingering effects
the 48 year anniversary of the
Today marks
bombing of Pearl Harbor.
Most of us remember this date from test
questions in our elementary schtx)1 history classes.
Invading Japanese planes could be heard buz(1) inn,gy i: etrhee Aa imr earni de arne ancahveyd ala haur ma ty7u3n0i t Esi. nmo .t . oNn oat

Andrew

H.

Channing
.414

Cheaper goods
from East bloc
Aboundaries in Eastern Europe
crumble like a jigsaw puzzle falling
from a table, it appears as if’ the United
States might soon have a "new" market
for its goods.
While Uncle Sam awaits the
ineveitable influx of goods from the Soviet
Union’s rebellious satelites, it appears as if
we will soon have a new country to use as
a basis for blue collar work.
The decreasing value of the dollar has
raised the cost of imports approximately 20
percent since 1985, according to the
Commerce Department.
Not surprisingly. given the sliding
state of the dollar, imports froin Eastern
Europe are also rising in cost.
This could mean American
consumers might expect excellent values
in the form of products from our socialist
friends.
Total U.S. trade with the six Easten
bloc coutries. which in 1987 was $2.3
billion. could easily double by 1997.
This means that Czechoslovakia. East
Germany. Hungary. Poland add Roinitiliamight become world contenders on the
trade market by the year 2(X10.
Yugoslavia. which is not alligned
with the Warsaw Pact, has maintained
good trading with the U.S.
Products from Yugoslavia continue to
gain acceptance. including the Yugo, a
subcompact automobile.
For many Eastern nations winning a
share of the market in Western nations.
specifically the United States. is as
important as profit. For example. the
Yugo, which v. as introduced in the United
States in 1985, is still the lowest priced
automobile on the market.
When the car was first introduced. it
sold for ii base price of $3,990. Even with
all the extras added on including dock
charge ect.. the Yugo is substantially less
expensive than for instance. South Korea’s
Hyundai, which can typically sell for more
than $8.000.
Yugos, which started off slowly,
(3.500 were sold in 19851are now sold by.
more than 350 dealers in 49 states
(everywhere but Wyoming).
Other products that are successful
from Yugoslavia are bookcases. Two
major Yugoslavian hook case companies.
Hale and Norson. lowered the cost of their
cases, and consequently the retail pricing
for the cases has remained stable despite
inflation.
Some other stables from the bloc are
Polish hams. Before Warsaw’s crackdown
on Sol idanty . Polish hams were big sellers
in the United States. Since the crackdown.
sales dropped.
Now that the relationship between
Poland and the United States is getting
stronger again. Polish products are selling
better. Imports of Romanian pork are
doing well also.
Currently the United States imports
agricultural goods. clothing (especially
shoes) sporting gtxxls and industrial
products. Ski equipment is a also a popluar
item imported from the Eastern bloc.
Importation of Eastern bloc goods, of
course. is only the beginning. Currently
McDonalds. General Electric, IBM and
General Motors among others are looking
into the potential markets offered in the
region. So look for new ways to rock
around the "bloc." because while the
Soviets reel. their neighbors are going to
cash in.
Andrew. H . Outlining is the Wire
Editor.

Letters to the Editor
Looking back on the semester
Some thoughts on the semester that was...
In that front-page picture that the Daily ran of SJSU
President Gail Fullerton in the hot-air balloon, I have always
wanted to ask. "Did she blow that up all by her lonesome or
did she get some help from Ron Barrett?"
"Ille Greeks once supponed Spanan football. They even
used to show up in force for the meaningless games
that
NA’. in 1987 and the spanaes had already locked up the conference crown. I guess even a little rain and the prospect of a
losing season dampens the enthusiasm level ol even the most
ardent Greeks ..
API yes, the Spintan .41414P.Wirsitin..hing Band. They
_
!tally ale terrific. you know. 1ft tact when they. surprised the
crowd with their "Batman" routine at the California State
University al Fullerton game, it vvent 0% er st) Neil that they
decided to do it again for the University ot Nevada at I as
Vegas game Real onginal, guys. Or did they want to plat it
tor a tull stadium, and found that the two half-full stadiums
would do lust as well’?
By the way.. where was that technical and musical masterpiece at the University of CalitOrnia at Berkeley game? I
didn’t see tor thankfully-. heart one instrument from the Spartan’: area for the entire game air did the Spartan
VINIMAINIAlarching Band not want to he in the same place
those musically untalented and visually
at the %Mlle
imprecise cretins from Berkeley’ Hey guys! Don’t look now
hut some Spartan fans actually cheered tOr the Berkeley hand
alter its halltime pertimmince that sunny afternoon’ Slakes
you kind ot wonder just what could happen at Spanan Stadium if you guys got your act together as well
If Spartan Shops can afford to buy a building on a prime
piece of real estate and lease it tor sell in to SPit
can’t
they lower textbook pnces for a few semesters instead’ They
are nomprotit. aren’t they’ I must he missing something...
Happy holidays and good luck on finals
Jim Desmond
SelliOT

Radio-TV-Film

Ban tainted grapes on campus
Editor,
What is currently being served at our campus Dining
Coninions and the Student Union, which may affect your
health?
Grapes!
California table grapes are heing grown with hazardous
pesticides. Furthermore. many pesticides sprayed on grapes
have an oil base and cannot be washed off by consumers.
Pesticides are toxic materials. They are, by nature, poisonous. They include poisons designed to kill insects, plants, rodents. roundwomis and fungus. It is estimated that one third
of the pesticides used on grapes in California are suspected
of, or pniven to. cause cancer.
Each year. over 100 different pesticides totalling $8
million are used on Califiimia table grapes. As a consequence. grapes with pesticide residues may be found across
the state. including our own campus.
We feel that the distnhution of grapes on our campus
should he stopped.
Remember Bhopal’? Few people do. But in 1984 the
plant that killed thousands of people in Bhopol. India produced pesticides
Juan Hart)
Gabriel NI tramontes,
and the brothers of
Gamma ’feta Alpha

Letters to the Editor
The Spartan Daily wantv ro hear from you. The
Daily accepts letters -to -the -editor from students. faculty. and the campus communal.% regarding topics of
public interest. Letters should include the author’s
?UMW major, grade level, and telephone number (not
liir publication). Letters may be delivered to the Daily
Ilell’Sr00111 in Walhquist Library North 104 or at the Student Union Information Desk.

wartime alen, but the planes were parked in compact rows presenting easy targets to the invading
Japanese planes.
The bulk of the American planes were des toyed on the ground in the first few minutes of the
attack. Freed from interception in the air. the Japanese planes turned toward fleet units that were
moored in the harbor. that they tximbed for nearly
two hours.
"December 7, 1941 is a date which will live in
infamy," said President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
said after the bombing of Pearl Hanxir. "The
United States of America was suddenly and deliberately attacked by naval and air forces of the empire /
of Japan. The United States was at peace with that -,
nation, and, at the solicitation of Japan, was still in
conversation with its government and its Emperor
looking toward the maintenence of peace in the Pacific."
Because we were not alive at the time to experience the fear felt by our nations citizens, we cannot comprehend how devastating the attack was to
our nation.
What is not in the history txxiks. is the devastation felt by individual families.
My grandmother’s cousin only physically survived the ordeal and a friend of my grandfather’s
never made it off the U.S.S. Arizona.
My grandmother’s cousin Donald was present
at Pearl Harbor at the age of 17. With his mother’s
permission. he had enlisted in the navy. He had
never been away fnim home before. He came from
a close family in an era where the entire family, not
just immediate family, interacted with each other
on a daily basis.
Although his ship. the Gridley. was not sunk
or put out of commission. he experienced what
some consider worse than death.
He was forced to collect the corpses and body
parts of dead soldiers to burn. This was a necessity
to prevent a typhoid epidemic from breaking out.
I cannot even begin to understand what he was
going through. At his age, my largest concerns
were obtaining my high school block letter jacket
and saving up for my 1972 Oldsmobile Cutluss Supreme.
He finally could not take it anymore and disappeared. After being located by military officials. he
was brought back to the United States in military
custody. When he was examined by a doctor, it was
discovered that he was emotionally disturbed.
"He wasted his whole life, ’ said my Aunt
Laura (Donald’s older sister). "We try to forget the
tragedy. We went through hell."
"I don’t know if he would have been better off
if he died over there," my Aunt Laura said. "My
mother died broken hearted.
He spent over 20 years in Agnos Hospital. a
veterans mental health facility in Palo Alto, before
Reagan "kicked all the mental patients out in
1965," my father said.
Aunt Laura told me how Donald would duck
under tables when he heard planes overhead.
His death in 1977 was listed as accidental, but
the truck tInver who ran him over said that he
jumped out in front of the vehicle.
He lived through an ordeal most of us have
only read about.
Nearly half of the 2.403 killed on Dec. 7 were
aboard the Arizona. Included among the dead, was
my grandfather’s friend Evan Evans.
In 1963 my grandparents visited Hawaii for
the fiNt time. They easily found his name among
those honored at the Arizona Memorial.
the vTerywefnirstyt ytettnears. lAattetrerl pvaartcayttihognedstginhtHseeawinagiialhodr
spending several days on the beach. I came to realize I only had one day left. I knew I could not leave
without visiting the Arizona Memorial and paying
my respects to the men who gave their lives for our
country.
Pearl Harbor was cloudy and overcast just as I
had envisioned it should to be.
It was sad to discover that most of the men
were still asleep when the battleship was struck.
There was a band contest the night before the
bombing and as a reward Arizona crew members
were allowed to sleep in.
Surrounded by the names of others killed was
the tine I was looking for, "Evan Evans.’
The Japanese surrender was signed by General
Yoshijiro Umezu on the U.S.S. Missouri on Sept.
2, 1945.
The war was over but its effects remained with
my family.
Aunt L.aura was relieved after Donald’s death.
"Now he is resting. and so are we," Aunt
Laura said.
Aunt Laura’s voice began to get shakey. It was
her baby brother we had been discussing. She decribed him as a "good brother who had always
done well in school." She wished me well on my
school assignment and was honored that she could
help me understand the effects of World War II on
my family.
"I miss him," she said.
In a sense, I feel like I knew him as well.
Robert Mallard is a Daily staff writer

Columns
gqadigis,geAra)s.s.
(Lima...W.046d If tr..$ 407

SmoK.ft4G- &LW

Signed columns are written by members
of the Spartan Daily staff. They express the
opinion of the writer only and not the
viewpoints of the newspaper staff or
department ofjournalism and mass
communications.
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Voyager 2 photographs
new volcanoes on Triton
Neptune moon discovered to have icy areas
and 1 ,500 winds as satelite passes planet
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Up to
lour more active ice volcanoes on Neptune’s moon Triton were discovered in
snapshots taken by Voyager 2, which
litund the planet itself is swept by 1,500
mph winds the lastest yet seen in the
solar sy stem.
Because the spacecraft photographed
al least two and possibly five of the geyser-like volcanoes erupting on only it
ponion of Triton. "chances are that
then: are a dozen of these things going
off globally" at any time. said Torrence
Johnmm, a planetary scientist at
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena.
Confirmation ol the first active volcano was announced (kt. 2 after scientists analyied photos Voyager 2
snapped during its Aug. 24-25 flight
past Neptune and Triton.
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Detection ol more such volcanoes
observed," easily exceeding the prewhich spew nitrogen ice and gas 5 miles vious record winds of I .100 mph in Sahigh and 90 miles downwind -- was re- turn’s iet stream. Stone said. -These alvealed Tuesday dunng a news confer- most may he supersonic winds ...
ence at the American Geophysical wind which is Mach I
t lnion’s fall meeting.
The speed of sound on Earth is about
Triton is only the third world in the
700 mph. depending on temperature
solar system known to have active voland altitude. It’s much taster on planets
canism The others are Earth and Jupiwith colder atmospheres containing
ter’s moon lo, which has sulfur-spewing
gam:s lighter than those in Earth’s air
volcanoes. Scientists suspect there are
volcanoes on cloud -shrouded Venus.
The clouds racing in Neptune’s super
Neptune’s jet -stream winds push fro- fast winds could he seen in a movie
zen clouds of natural gas past the nonh made by: computer from still photoedge of the planet’s Earth-si,ed. hurn- graphs taken by Voyager. Alm) shown
cane-like Great Park Spot at nearly I, - at ’Tuesday’s DeWS conference was an5(X) mph, Voyager project scientist Ed- other computer movie clearly. showing
ward Stone said during the news two of the dark volcanic plumes on Triconference. That’s about the speed ot ton, Neptune’s largest moon and the
sound in Neptune’s atmosphere.
coldest known object in the solar sys"These are the fastest (winds) we’ve tem.

Pope’s kiss changed man’s life
NEW’ N’ORK AP) The moment is
imbedded in the nation’s memory: a
handicapped, young man playing the
guitar with his feet and singing for Pope
John Paul II and millions watching on
television.
-The day is filled 1. II love," sang
Tony. Melende, in Los Angeles on that
September 1987 day. "Today is like no
other day before. And you and I will
never he the Sallie .
Suddenly. the pope stanled his phalanx of security guards and climbed
over barricades to embrace Melende,
and bless with a kiss the musical talents
of the crying man who was once turned
away Irian the priesthood because he
lacked amis with which to celebrate the
Eucharist.
"You are giving hope to all of us.
My wish to you is to continue giving
this hope it) all the people.- the pope
said.
The kiss made Melender an instant
celebrity. and fie went from an itinerant
musician who played for spare change
on the streets of beach towns in Southern California to il sought-after concen
anist and the author of a new htatk, "A
Gilt of Hope" vaitten with Mel White.
"I think the Lord has manething.
mission fin- myself. I’m not sure if ifs
insi to give hope to people. like the
pope said. to make music, or maybe just
to tell people you can do it: If "rony can
do it, you can do as much. niaybe
inote.’ Melende, said.
In an interview from his home in
Chino, Calif., the 27-year-old Melendeisaid his ministry: is ’very subtle.
-There is no waving of Bibles. no
altar calls, lust a guy w ith a guitar
sharing his lite.MMelende, ss as horn in a tow.n in
southwestern Nicaragua. His mother.

"’There is no wavng
of Bibles, no alter
calls. Just a guy with
sharing
a guitar
his life."’

Tony Melendez,
musk um

confusing her pregnaik s with ihe Ilu,
had taken a prescnhed capsule or thalidomide, later fOund to cause birth defects.
To obtain medical care. his family
emigrated in 1963 to Los Angeles. Melende, applied at the end of his junior
year in high school to become a priest.
The Vatican !tinted him down. Without a thumb and forefinger to serve the
Eucharist, he %VW. told. he could not he
a priest .
But Melende, said his interest in
Ministry never wavertxl.
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p m to 2 30 pm SU Montalvo Room Can
924.7931
Academic Via President’s Office: Open
Forum Martin Ahumada candidate
Associate Academic Vice
President Undergraduate Studes llam
Engineering Building (Room 287) Call 924.
2400
Department of Meterotogy: Seminar 4
p m to 5 p m Duncan Hall !Room 6151
Call 924.5200

SJSU Today
CSU Senate planning
discussion of AIDS
education program
The possibility ot systein-v.ide
coordinated effort toward acquired
inunune deficiency. syndrome ed at ion
will he discussed at the next California
State University Senate meeting.
Minutes from the Nov. 27 executive
coinmittee meeting reponed that the
Nov. 20 senate meeting had discussed
various possibilities for funding and
structuring an AIDS Etlucation
Committee (AEC).
The executive committee suggested
the AEC "come up with a cost
estimate, along with an assessment ot
what it considers the SJSU campus’
needs to he.
President Gail Fullerton met with
presidents from other campuses last
week, where she agreal to ask what the
catnpuses were doing toward
I unding AIDS education.

For the Record
In a story in Wednesday’s eaition of
the Spartan Daily. dealing with Health
Services. Ben McKendall should have
been relerred to as the Associate Dean
or Student Services.

Daily Digest
Yesterday
Five candidates are in the
running for the vacant position of
S1SU Student Health Services
Director. Previous director. Dr.
Stanley Wohl. resigned from the
position in August but agreed to
stay until Dec. I .

Today
Some students may have a hard
time getting loans as a student
run credit union may be forced to
close if a new location can’t be
found.
See page 1

10 Years Ago
Construction of the new Clark
Library continues to go ’very
well" according to 1. Handel
Evans. associate executive s ice
president. The library is
scheduled to be completed in fall
1981 and will house material that
is considered necessary’ for the
completion of undergraduate
studies.

Succeed into the 90’s
with a Macintosh

Portfol io Pieces
Charts & Graphs
Signage
l’hoto Enlargements

the copy center
Open Early, Open Late 7 Days/Week
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(Across from McDon.ilci )

252-7821
1821 Saratoga Ave.
San Jose, CA 95070
(Corner of Saratoga 8 I awrp,

I

961.0.41n.
*wows
. ese4004114$111
_....ssasS1141
1:forsaliove ACTS

STAFF
t. hood
;Idiom
AdvedIsIng Dire. foe
4 ity
Managing I dine

Forum Ray Davis candidate Associate
Academic Vice President Undergraduate
Studies. 11 a m , Engineering Building
(Room 287) Call 924-2400
TUESDAY
Sailing Club end Racing Team:
Membership Meeting Spring Organizer 7 30
p m Spartan Memorial Chapel Call 2971683
WEDNESDAY
Jewish Student Union: L uncheon 12 30

kinkoss’

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934

’More than just becoming a priest. I
wanted to somehow minister. Any kind
()I’ ministry I wanted to do,"
He played guitar regularly at Mass at
two churches. and was invited to ;aid!
non to play hefore the pope.
Still, up to three weeks beftire his
Sept. 15 date with the pope. Melende,
played with an open guitar case seeking
change from passers-by on the boardwalk at Laguna Beach.
He recalls in his hook that the moment the pope embraced him. a soice
inside him said, "Yes, it %WS tor this
this that I
that I Wit% N.M. II was
came into the world.
He now travels the world in concert
tours. has sung at a World Series and
the Summer Olympics in Seoul, has one
album out and another planned itir January:. and a television movie on his life
is being developed.
"I really feel the Lord sending me
places that maybe even priests or nuns
cannot go." Melehde./ sbid

TODAY
UHS Cross-Cultural Committee: Cultural
slide show by Joe Watson 7 p m . Allen
Hall
SJSU Students For Life: Movie. Abortion
Question and Answers 12 30 pm SU
Guadalupe Room Call 926-1662
Society of Latino Engineers and
Scientists: Food drive and raffle, 10 a m to
3 p m In front of Student Union Call 9243830
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Alliance: Stress
Workshop with Dr Kathleen Roe. 4 30 p m
to 6 30 pm.SU Costanoan Room Cali
236-2002
American institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics: Guest Speaker Norman
Bergrun 12 30 p m to 1 30 p m
Engineering Building 276
B PAA: Creativity in Business to Business
Advertising. 6 p.m Engineering Auditorium
189 Ca11244-0792
Amnesty International: Last meeting of the
semester. 7pm .AS Chambers. Student
Union Call 257.6050
Information Resource Management:
Holiday Social, 7 p m to 9 p m University
Roorn Call 265-5816
Vietnamese Student Association: General
meeting. 4 p m Council Chamber, top floor
of Student Union Call 262-6324 or 299.
3393.
Cycling Club: Final Roster and Sign -Up
Meeting. 6 30 pm,SU Almaden Room.
Call 292-2511
FRIDAY
Society of Latino Engineers and
ScHntists: Food Drive and Raffle. 10 a m
to 3 p.m., in front of Student Union Call 9243830
Theatre Arts Department: Cole A Musical
Biography of Cole Porter. 8 p m University
Theatre. Call 924-4555.
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Co-op Orientation, 12:30 p.m . S U.
Almaden Room Ca11924-6030
SATURDAY
Theatre Arts Department: ’Cole A Musical
Biography of Cole Porter, 8 p.m., University
Theatre Call 924-4555
Ohana of Hawaii: Christmas Party, 830
P m Carole s place. Call 263-7081
MONDAY
Academic Vice President’s Office: Open
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Come to Apple Extravaganza, a two day event sponsored by the
Advertising 122 class, Spartan Bookstore and Apple Computer,
Inc. See the Macintosh ease-of-use and ease-of-financing. Tentflap prizes and grab bags with free apples (the edible kind), will
be given away.
Stop by between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., on December 12 and 13,
Tuesday and Wednesday, at the tent in the Art Quad.
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Sports

Tonight’s Leonard-Duran fight will be a grudge rubber match
Third bout between aging boxers
harkens back to the days of ring wars;
now, money is not the only reason
they’re trying to beat each other up
s m4! 1,, he a hale
1 iinight
1,1.1,SCCII two aging dinosains rhar,
,1114,1 press
%Skil 1110,101111C
thinks
third how Iletween Sugar Ray
conard and Roberto Ihiran, tor the
Itoong Coon.. il super
middleweight. hampionship. has the
1,01C1111,11 10 he one last flash of greatness
in a \ les adent sports industry
I he di:1111,W 01 hosing’s v. ide spread
o.iptilanty . due to mono grubbing
riomoters. and hovels who set there
sightson \tonal, and noi sniung, is also
looted in a modern te.linologkal.
ss imp \ attitude that %low any thing that
look. like aggress’, in as %suing under
mis W11011111
111.11he utter coward’s,. and lack of
petsonal integrity ot most of ioday ’s
liampions has done its slime to erode
sport ot hosing as mi \ indica’)
staple
tonight’s
Alas light
simian). a Ila \ 01
the old boxing
spirit. when \ ’tampions and dintenders
didn’t light Ills, 011CC, hill se1cral times.
a halite Ina
that eat h 141111 %Sas
1114!
\Shell holeis 101101110r

San Jose’s
Hurst leads
in Japan

,is ,I0,1111,, dollars
petho,Ilal
It was then that champions really
earned their money . as well as the tans’
respect It was pan of what kept them
coming
I conard t 15 1 ) and Duran 045 7) are
fighting for money . of course, hut on
Oils night they are I ighting also tor
.iimething %Shich pies much deeper
they are lighting tor personal honor.
the way lighters did it in the old days.
Duran has never !veil able to 11%e
down hIS "no mas" quitters loss to
Leonaid in 1980. reportedly, eats him
tip inside Understandably.
V% Testing the World Boxing
Association tumor middleweight
diammonship from Davey Moore in
I OK2. and the W11( middleweight title
Iron) Irun Barkley in February of this
year. have not made his "no Inas" look
any prettier
But ti might he hits a chance hi change
all Mat. a. well as live down his losses
to Marvelous Marvin Hagler. lliomas
Heanis and Wilfred Benue/

E. Mark Moreno
l’onight Duran wants to win. He
%:1111% more than anything to heat
’zonal-it. perhaps even more than grab
$7 million, since he is said to spend as
fast as he receives.
Al 3X. Duran has slowed quite a hit
from his days as the unbeatable.
braw ling lightweight champion of the
1970s Ile’s also much bigger around
the edges, and Duran as a welterweight
and middleweight never had the savage
knockout power he had as a
lightweight.
But he is still clever, as was shown in
his w in over Barkley. He still has an
unquenchable thirst for victory, proven
by his constantly. bouncing back to win
after stittenng numerous defeats in his
rocky ’KIK career
I vonard. still dashing (polls show
more women turn up at his tights than
tor any other boxer). has also slowed.

It might not be historic or bloody, but
it sure is going to be good.

114iiht

111

111C

16111

Immigration Law
Law offices of Paul M. Heller
specializing in
Labor Certification and
Work Visas

Both Leonard and
Duran are hungry
for each other.
considerably slower against Drams last
summer, than in his younger days. But
lie still had his boxing brains intact, and
still retained some speed. evidenced by
his constant outpunching of the "Hit
Man "
Both he and Duran are hungry for
each othi.sr. I )uran because he wants it)
erase the "no inas" stigma and I xonard
because lie might want immonality after
all They hoth have Kin), over one

Macintosh’ Rental
LaserWriter’ Prints
High Quality Copies

They’re great as gifts. decorations.
or stocking staffers.

SPARTA.N
BooKgroRE
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

AMERICAN GREETINCS

NOW’S YOUR CHANCE!
Hey Dave, can I
borrrow $5 ?

Fast Ibrnaround
Goldstamping
Binding

kinkosst
the copy center

PF11(a.
1,8900
$2/45o
$44S0,

Open Early, Late, & Weekends

BRAINSTORM
Gin API-ticEl
(415)062 8801

E. Mark Moreno is the Life & 1110’
Arts Editor

Depend on lanko’s.

T-SHIRTS

Have a
HO-HO-Holiday
with a Ziggy Santa
and Ziggy Elf.

another. This fight is going to he what
used to he called a "rubber match,"
term now rarely used.
Their ages mean nothing if’ we knov,
that Sugar Ray Robinson and
Mohammed Ali gained their greatest
victories when they were well into their
30s. Archie Moore reigned as anent. the
greatest light -heavyweight champions iii
history as a 40-year-old man.
Because of their hunger, tonight’s
light echos. albeit slightly, of historx
ring wars; blixkly battles between Tom.
/Ale and Rocky Graziano, Willie Pep
and Sandy Saddler, Sugar Ray
Robinson and Gene Fullmer, and
Whammed Ali and Joe Frazier.
For better or worse, this will he the
last battle of a war. It might not he
hisionc or bloody, but it sure as hell 1,
going to he good.

Term Papers

PRINTED w, YOUR DESIGN OR LOGO
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lapan E’ollegiate Gill formic
Fokii
ment
the
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tw
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Spartan golt
It lark Gale is Me
lour %simian team’. mentor.
Hurst shot a :5 I tiesday at the Nal:1,111110 Gtal 1.1111, 10 ihisl
lout stroke
%ictory \ wet 1 omoe !minima ol Japan
11111.1 and I
Cathy Mocken ale
the two \ inerican collegians to win
matches in In.’ and second round play
Aminasaparie tied Hamm ’Bondi,
ith a 79 111 head 10 head competition
as the Ailletlyall SS 011101 1001s a 1(1-/I
’Cad atter two rounds ot play
litird’s two da% ss ore oi 150 is tour
strokes ’viler Man 1 tilsa’s Cathy
Nfocket
\ minaccapane has a 11,10
TOUIld 101.1101 11)5
Hurst was the I 9X4) NCA \ Women’s
Golfing Champion
She and Anima vane \sere 110111
1111:11111Cfs 01 ’s11.1
1010 Na111,11;11
ChaIllp1011s1111,
11:11 C1,11111111Cs
\11111 .1110111Cf
01 head 10 !Wad Singles (1,1111101

A C T NOW

willing to tusk up where he left oft alter
the lackluster draw 11,1111FICarbS last
June After all, he’s only 33 year’s old
Duran is 3K
A hulked up I eonard was

LIMITED OFFER

It% Robert $lallard
Daity stall writer
SJS1 junior Pat
reillaills 111C
top female golly! abet Wednesday ’s
,C1.111i11

As welterweight contender and WBC
champion. he was mongoose -quick, his
reflexes linely-honed and cultivated.
relying on his feet to keep him out of
trouble. When 1.ermard fOund a hole in
a boxer’s defenses. and fix:used his
punches into a blindingly fast. aimed
flurry. ihe opponent was often doomed
Amicable with the media and
aesthetically appealing, Leonard is
disliked by many traditional boxing fans
and writers. who ignore his wins over
some of the best boxers of his
generation: Wilfred Bernier, Thomas
Heams, Nlarvelous Marvin Hagler, and
Duran.
I vonard slugged it out for fifteen
rounds in a losing et fort against Duran
during the pairs first tight in 19KO. And
later. behind on points. he came hack to
put away Thomas Hearn% in the 14th
round for a united welterweight title.
And in April 19)47 Leonard returned
from a three-year retirement to decision
the seemingly invincible Marvelous
Marvin Hagler for the middleweight
championship. There can he no
doubting I xonard’s fighting heart.
What stopped him from great rematches
and title defenses was a detached retina
in his eye, which made boxing
extremely harardous. It is also what
stopped I .erinard from reaching
immortality..
liut now, besides making a 1.1:11
dollars 1$ I 2.5 million) as one of sports.
hottest attractions, Leonard appears

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Across horn McDonald’s)

295-5511
481 E. San Carlos St.
03etween 10th & llth)

ACT NOW
LIMITED OFFER

Services may vary by 10Catibb
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(415) 291-8000

If This
Describes
You...
...Motivated top per
former, able to work in a
politically anti ethnically
diverse setting...Commitment to public service...
Willing to devote 11
months via program that
may change yobr life. .

ther c
(916) 324-1761
or
1-800-776-1761.
.;
*t
Assembly
Fellowship Program
C,ALIFORN1A STATE
LEGISLAT1IRE

RANGER XLT

Do something nice for your
graduating friends right
before they get real jobs and
start making BIG Bucks !

THUNDERBIRD

BUY THEM A SPARTAN DAILY
GRAD AD

ON SALE NOW
IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT UNION
(or WLN rm 135 ) 1:30 - 3:30pm
DEADLINE FRIDAY 8th 3:30pm

ESCORT II

FRONTIER FORD
Stevens Creek at San Tomas Expwy., Santa Clara

241-1800

or

249-2471
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Spartan ruggers prove a threat to tournament opponents

hal

their
nt the
ons

k
OM

(

Rick Romagosa Special to

the Daiix

S,ISt rugby club mentlyr Matt Atari rises above the defense
By Doris Kr
r -Ferreira
Daily staff writer
The SJS1.! rugby club finally came together as a team Saturday at the Stan h Ten- A-Sitle Tournament.
While struggling through previous
games. ihe Spartan first team displayed
incredihle watimork and polished !al
t (mule
ent. going 2-1 against pov,ei
’Mon .
More than 60 teams competed in the
tournament. Teams played with 1()
players on a side rather than the 15 al
lowed in regulation play. The matches
were played on a regulation 110 yard by
75 -yard field. a field slightly larger and
wider than a 1,sithall held. calling tor
et 101 01 pall!.
the plact.,, to
12-Inimile hake. rather than the regula
non 20-minute halt made for last -paced
.’ play among letter 1/1.1)CIS
The Spanans tickled a first division
team. second division team. and
alumni team at the Stanhird Timm(
Irwin.

NM*

:,s,,The Spartan’s first team started thc
.:16nrnament by blanking the Visalia
,,,,_*iugby club 26-0 The club’s scoring pi,
’ctential was evenly dispersed amongst
....:%the players. with center Jason f.rothers.
.. wing Eric Nye, hooker Stott lire., cen
ter Mike Barn. and prop Craig Parsons
.:.:,,each chipping %kith a ll)’. while st.Tuni
Z holt Mike Piaiia added another six
ionsersions.
? points by Sl’Or11112
the egillalt:111 ol a louch
A 1,)
down in lotgball except that it has to Ix.
plissicalls touched dov,n to the gioinid
h) lhe scoring plasei
,oe
Die try. is worth four points. toilipak.ri
No. to the six poen lot touchdow
N hall. while ilk. C011)CrS11111 tor.
Ns.% worth two.

? situnith wen)
,tod he

mike
,,th the )outtl,,

si,:i.club’s rapid ’Morose:nem in lust a lett
ZN,., %%L.A.
-the players were simply amaiing...
.

McDonald said. " lo get ten guys to
playing as
work as close as they did
one -- is %ktiat I call teamwork."
The Spartans narrowly lost their second match to the Santa Rosa rugby club
4-3. a game which rtigby club advisor
Ron McBeath said could have went the
other way il the referee had called Santa
Rosa’s numerous high tackles used
against the Spartans
It is both illegal and dangerous to

allow tackling above the shoulders as
rugby players wear no pads or helmets
to pnitect themselves from high attacks.
"There were at least sesen or eight
occurrences in which we had guys
rapped user the head... said Slelhinald.
"It’s very dangerous to play like that the high -tackle rule has to be strictly
enforced "
Nonetheless. Piana shocked the
Santa Rosa club hy scoring a 10-yard
drop goal oll ol a penalty from the other
team. a play. that is rarely seen outside
of the professional level.
The drop goal play is v,onli three
points. It is an extremely difficult technique as the ball has to hit ilw ground
befise or :IS the hall is kicked The play
requires extensise time spent by a
player practicing the technique along
with a natural talent to achiese kicking
accuracy’ and hall control. The ball used
in rugby is a sonwwhat ass kv.ard target
being considerably larger and heasier
than a Mohan.
A drop-kick goal is particularly.
threatening if it’s scored early enough in
the game. The novelty (il the play
knocks the other teani’s toncentration
MT balance looking for it. allov,ing the
ball to he ran in easier, said McDonald.
"We are pleased with Piana’s leadership skills and his versatility on the
field," McBeath said. "He has made a
very smooth transition from scrum -hall
position to playing the stand-off pm’
tion.’
Piaira is the captain hit the I irsi wail]
and Alan Zatubonin is captain tor the
sectind team
The third and final game v, as 1,110it
spot for tlw Spartans’ first team. staidly
beating the Stanislaus rugby club 2.! 4

WDEU
Best prices is town
New releaseF weekly
Large selection
including Spanish
movies.
open 7 days a week
1 lain-9pm Sun-Thurs
1 I am- I Opm Fri -Sal
259 E. William St.
San Jose, Ca 95112
(408) 294 20414

i
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"WE RENT FOR LESS
cAliSLTAUC KS/V A N$
Clean. late model vehicler
Daily rates from $23.95
: Visa/MC/AE accepted
but not required
Unlimited mileage Man
Free mileage plan
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus
10% discount for S.J.S.U.
Students. Faculty, Staff
on weekly it monthk rentals

Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111
(408)281-4666

l"*"2.1liere has been a MCC KlIalkS
:0.1110r:11 het%) et:II Ilk’ foto). ads and the
hacks." lie said "The nev, players as
well
the returning players seem to do
outstanding no matter what position
they play "
Howeser. both McIteaili and lclkinald agree that the most positive aspect ol the club’s improsement is the
close teamwork displased in the tournament. both by the first and second

BUY BACK NOTICE
SELL
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
YOUR USED
’88-’90
UNDERGRADUATE
CATALOG
(musT BE

COMPLE1E1

FSTUDENT1
AND
FACULTY
FARES
!!
Amsterdam
Frankfurt
London
Tokyo
Caracas

1.75

SELL AT THE
CUSTOMER SERVICE
WINDOW
SPAR1AN
BooKsToRE
WW1 IS COI MAJOR
924-1828

$449
5469
5490
5599
$398

EURAILPASSES ISSUED
ON THE SPOTI

For great tips on student
travel, call now for your
1990 Student Travel
Catalog!

Piai/a. who said that although he
only got to
ICY. minutes between
his own first team matches to take a
look at how the second team vvas con
mg along. he was impressed with what
he saw
"The players displayed great team
support am! stuck together in the pack
."Piaita said. "’they !lase real imam -

and the most unmet:int thing is that
ilwy gained more expenence from die
tournament "
1 he ’Old
whit.b is the Spartan alumni team. won the Berkeley Oki
Blues 74. and the Stanislaus rugby club
9-41. before losing to the Santa Rosa
rugby club in the semi-linals 0-3. due to
a penalty k
I he SJS1’ rughs season extends until
at least the middle ol April The first
tompention in the spring semester is les(heduled for Jan 11, and will
dgall1)1 the -Old OOld.. the Spartan
alumni team

Nur.sing

eornmunii3
of _fos _.-jatoscSlizato.9a

olltii you
tor lu=31
Man
CanCli
114Atfilly.
We offer all the benefits you would expect from a
National Medical Enterprise facility as well as flexiole
scheduling. no shift rotation. tuition reimbursement
and Child Care programs
Our New Graduate Program startsJanuary 8th. As
a graduate nurse, we provide an orientation program
tailored to individual needs and the opportunity
to train in special areas of interest: Critical Care.
Med Surg with ’telemetry and Rehabilitation nursing.
In return for your talent and dedication, We offer an
excellent salary as Well as a commitment to your prolessional success and growth. We invite you to come
and see our facilities. Please contact Cynny Wood, Nurse
Recruiter. 815 Pollard Road, Los Gatos, CA 95030.
( ..0/4 806-40O6 or t:all ( .40N 3-’8.6131 for Nursing
Administration. We are an equal opportunity employer

Amenca’s oldest and largest
student/budget travel organdabonl

Council Travel

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

BERKELEY
SAN FRANCISCO
2511 Chinning Way 312 Sutter Strew

848-8604

RECEIVE

another.- McIteath said
Ube second team went 1-2 in the
tournament. beating the Navy club 64)
by torten while losing to the Siker
hawks 04 and the Monterey nighy club

lea’’’INIso one has to play by himself. the
players are inimethely supporme of

1.1,1 S ROLR4DT RIP IR, FM "-AN FRANCISCO

421-3473

CHEER IN ME
RIGHT GEAR!

With Authentic Starter"Athletic Apparel from
The Sports Fan

D It A.

:?

Ibr %ictior) was run, ularh Skkeel he
cause thr Stanislaus club had ’shut out
SJSU 0-4 in the South Bay Tournament
lust two weeks ago
Scott Sheselwm, who played the
stand oft position. wined two toes
the Spartans while loose toreward Matt
Alamo and hipoket Stott Rees t hipped in
try each ()latter, Sio.Oled hAO 1.1111)rer
dIld l’1,1//,1)111:
MCBC:1111 Sind !hal aSIOLII1dIllg
prosement was displawd in the tournament by this season’s new additions
Alarm. center Mike Barri and Parsons,
who plays both the prop and lock post-

San Jose State University
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ANNOUNCING AN OPPORTUNITY
EXCLUSIVELY FOR

LIBERAL ARTS,
SOCIAL SCIENCE, &
SCIENCE GRADUATES

MSA
MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ACCOUNTANCY
PAID 8 WEEK INTERNSHIP
15 MON fH FULL IMF PROGRAM OF
PREPARATION FOR A CAREER IN
PROFESSIONAL. ACCOUNTING

STUDY

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13 & 14
6:00 to 8:00 p.nt.
6:30 Panel Presentation
Location: Pruneyard Inn
1995S. Bascom Ave.
Campbell, CA

Please call the Business Graduate Programs Office
at (408)924-3420 to maice reservations.

The true Starter Fan wears everything
Starter makes He won’t go anywhere
without tus Startei gear He defiratciy
wants to cheer in the nght gear and that
means Starter He wily buyF Starter gear at
The Sports Fan where he finds a great

selection of authentic Jackets, canvas bags
sweat sturts, polo shirts hats, t-sturts and
much more Would he wear anything but
Starter? No way Would he shop for it anywhere but The Sports Fan? Not on your
life Do we love this guy? You bet!

THE SPORTS Filli

Campbell
The PruniiYard
0081377 8735

Sin Jose
San Jose
Pavilion Shops Eastridge Mall
(408)280 5855 (4081270-5667

San Mateo
Fremont
Pleasanton
Hillsdale Mall lreniont Hub Rose Pavilion
(415)377 0198 (415)790 0518 (415)463 8250
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NBC tops

Theatre’s tribute to Cole Porter is enjoyable

November
Nielsens

alerts. Junger
Daily stall writer
111t1,1,,
inhark on .1 0111)
and song, Mat sir ill take sou on a
1111,e ak It), 11111C .111t1 land 011 ille
.01.11c. 01 ow ,c111116
lit. so: l’olt
I akC 11111C 0111 1)1 %OW 1111,11111.! Mid
piokhit non
relas hcloie finals Anti
film is equal’s limn\ entertainme and

1.0S ANGELES IAPi
Coishs and the rest of NBC,
I hinstio night lineup helped the
network ss in the ratings sweep,
tor Nosember
November is one of lout
months in which the ‘die ill a net
work’, audience is used to deter
inine an AIM:rte., advertising

Wilt lung
lir, see (

tales.
NBC placed ,iv show s, its
Thursday programs phi, -The
( ;olden (Mk- From Saturday. in
1,1,1 week’s top W. according
the A.C. Nielsen Co.
Here are the week s ratings
1. The Cosby Show NBC. 27 rating
25 0 million homes
2. Cheers NBC 254. 234 million
homes
3. Ann Jillian Pfeyiew. NBC. 25 O. 23 0
million homes
4. Roseanne. ABC, 24 5. 22 6 million
hOMeS
5. Dear John, NBC, 214, 19.7 million
homes
6 Golden GlrI5 NBC. 201. 185 million
homes
7. Murder. She Wrote.- CBS, 19.8. 182
million homes
8. LA Law: NBC. 196. 181 million i;
homes
9. 60 Minutes. CBS, 19 5. 18.0 million
homes
ie. Wonder Years ABC 19 5. 18 0 million
homes
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WANTED

Finelme Design

415/ 968 4’643

COUPON

2 forl
ESPRESSO

’FLOWER GARDEN
FLORIST
Formals
-Deliveries

SPARTAN DAILY

RESUME

Give us your rough dralt, we’ll lure’
it into a professional lase; printed resumi
Get otir
which guarantees attention!
package deal of 825.00 for 1 page resuma:
5 extra copies 5 matching envoloporie
your choice of lex, .iyle among our 3K
resident lords FREE CONSULTA7104.Just ive us a call al

njie

Arrangements
977-1660

*Special Orders
*Magazines
"Books
*Cards
*Espresso Bar
Open Every Iliv
’Gallery
Mon. 7 - 5:30prn

GLEN

Thes/Ttmrs. 7 9pm
Fli./SaL open until 10prn

Jr.-

All credit cards
accepted over phone.

TATILER
286-398 1 j

L 1318 Uneoln Ave. SanJose

SALESPEOPLE
OF THE WEEK

For work on the Car Show
and Auto Special Section

WIN A TRIP TO HAWAII
1989
HANDICAP
SINGLES

Dennis IlcSweeneti
& Ingrid Voderjet

CHRISTMAS GIVEAWAY
1
MIDNIGHT SHOW FRI & SAT’

The
BOPS
04
DayetliGht.
it

1

10J0923

366 S I

294 3800

(i.3

sex,Iles, VP.
and
?Ira videotape,Ill, ’
.... 1
MP AMMON -- r ’1
CRIMES

AND

MISDEMEANORS

’MAI OWN
KEW OWN

* * *
HIGNITORIGINAL

December
8-10, 15-17

SQUADS EACH WEEKEND
Fridays - 7:00pm. Saturdays - 2:30,7:00pm: Sundays -

BONUS - Special Prizes for Squad Leaders arid I st - 511) Place
for all howlers who enter the first weekend
Entry Fee - $20.00 per person (re-entries $15.00)
5 games across 10 lanes, handicap (66 2/3% of 210 men, g()% of 210 women)
Enter as often as you like, hut win only one prize.

PLA( ’F

Round Trip Airfare & 7 -Night Accommodation Package for two in
beautiful WAIKIKI BEACII

2ND PLACE

3 DAY -2 NIGHT Package for two at the beautiful SHOWBOAT
HOTEL & CASINO in LAS VEGAS, plus
-3200.00 in cash

3RD PLACE

3 DAY/2 NIGHT Package for two in RENO, plus
....$100.00 in cash

*All travel arrangements
donated by

traveL
LANE)
guAux-rle

OE^
SmItvicn

&

AIR

WiNCR

107R

COWBOY

6 San Codes)
OMEM2nd
996.3300

in
San Jose

OTHER PRIZES TIIRU 5oTti PLACE
RULES:
11
Must use 1928-119 or 1927-88 book average, whichever is higher. If no book average, may use current
21 -game average (league sheet must be pros ided), or SJSU cla.ss average. In none of the above. must use 210
Averages will be verified by league/association secretary prior to distribution of top 6 prizes.
2.) Tournament Director reserves the right to rc-rate or trfusc entry to any bowler.
31 In case of ties for a place, the bowler with the lowest average will win the higher award.
RESERVE YOUR SQUAD TIME N()W
Phone reservations may be taken
Unpaid reservations will be held only until 1/2 hour prior to squad time.

DRUGSTORE
)4

:00pm

For more information, and a complete prize breakdown contact:
(408) 924-6400
STUDE’NT UNION (;1MES AREA

(NW
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New Call sounds disappointing
By Todd A. Haynes
Daily staff writer
Repetitious.
Very repetitous.
The Call’s latest album, "Ixt the
Day Begin." lacks creativity and is tawing
With a medium -tempo. methodical
sound, the album is reminiscent of the
shooting -star pop-rock hand ’The Outfield with a heavier bass.
The songs all echo the ‘taille heat and
structure. anti while they are tilled with
lyrics, they say. nothing.
For instance, the title track sounds
more like a Budweiser commercial than
a song. Who wrote it, Augie Busch?
Here’s to the vaiter who put me to
sleep.
As if empty lyrics weren’i bad
entiugh. songersongwriter Michael
Been chose to make them unemotional,
fist. les a shame that such a powerful
soice is wasted on such dismal songs.
In one song. "Jealousy." Been starts
with a pseudo-acappella that works
However. after the tils1 VCRC. that fa-

in
0

:

ijrrntlti
otir
Imo);
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t ’olour Scream is one of three lotal hands appearing at %tiniest) International’s S.U.N. Concert this Sunday

South Bay Amnesty groups plan concert

IW

By Vincent T. Oddo
give pommels Int: 11111 ot itectiont
voiced in ilie "Conspiracy 01 Hope"
Daily staff writer
ts a time tor students here to reach
concen tour its() years ago which feaHere comes the S.U.N.
out to less-tommate students abroad tured such pop and rock stars as Bryan
The Students Unite Now IS.U.N. ) vt hose futures are novs seen from behind Adams and Sting. More recently Sting.
concen, sponsored by the SJSU Am- bars. and this comert is a celebration of along %kith young folk singer Tracy
nesty International Club, is scheduled the courage of all students. v.hether Chapman, toured as pan of Amnesty’s
Mr Sunday. night at the Cactus Club on they’re being denied human nghts or "Human Rights Noss" tour. and last
417 S. First St.
working to improve them." according year. a group ot South Bay. high school
Amnesty. International is an organiza- to a spokesman at the San JOSC chapter and college Amnesty clubs sponsored a
non whose members work in defense of of Amnesty Intematumal.
concen at One Step Beyond.
those who have been impnsoned liw
The Skit group. formed tvto and a
Sunday’s concert will feature local
exercising their human rights. partic- half years ago, has teamed up vt ith other grim)). Colour Scream. The Raging
ularly’ in such places as Asia and Latin college and high school Amnesty Mary s and Reve A Deux.
Ainerica. Thmugh letter-writing cam- gmups thmughout the South Bay to
Tickets, which are available only at
paigns to various heads of state. Am- help organize the concert. according to the disc cost St) "The proceeds from
nesty International’s members hope to William Chang. an SJSU Amnesty ticket sales still he div ’Jed betvwen the
convince them that these people should group member for just over a year Col- various Amnesty groups at high schools
be released.
lege and high school groups make up and colleges in the South Bay. Chang
Sunday. Dec. 10 is designated by some ol the lastest-gni% ing segments of said.
.Aninesty as International Human Rights the tag:nil/alio on’s volunteer corps.
The doors open at 7 p.m. and the
Day. and the concert will locus on stu- according to data furnished by Am- concen will begin at 7:30p.m.
dent prisoners of conscience around the nesty
’The Cactus Club is located on 417 S
stork!, such as those involved in the
Pre% msly the organization 11aN Ill
Elea St Ill Sall JOSC
Chinese democracy movement.
By adopting the theme "Stutknis
’nite Now!" Amnesty International
EARN EXTRA $$$ FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON AND 1
hopes to convince students throughout
PARTICIPATE IN S.J.’S LARGEST NEW YEARS EVE
the South Bay to join then) in helping

Brando blasts
MGM for cuts
made in film
- Marlon
LOS ANGELES I AP)
Brandt) says that the studio %Filch made
his movie "A Dry White Season
%wakened the film’s anti-apartheid message in order to make more mom%

1

in Santa (lard 11 the hand doesn’t
spend WO MUCh time plugging "Let the
Old
Day Begin," and locus on
should he a good show
SlUff,
Untonunately. it will probably perfomi all the songs Imin the latest
album. It appears that MCA has been
influential in the artistic control of the
album. so it may control the song selection at the show . fix).
With nt) incredible musical quality
and no apparent message. it seems that
the band had one thing in mind when
producing "Ixt the I/ay Begin:" cut it
quick. so we can get out on tour

ABC series canceled
ABC has
NEVs’ NORK I AP)
canceled two more series. and has
added an NBC castoff. "Father Dowling Mysteries." and a comedy to its
pnme-time lineup.
The network. which earlier dropped
Jackie Mason’s "Chicken Soup." said
Tuesday it is ending the low -rated
"Homemonc and "Living Dolls.’

Altamont: 20 years later

2

. (.1

miliar drum -heat kicks in, and it’s hard
to tell Khich song you’re listening to.
And the heat is familiar Every
song’s beat is steady. lacking creativity.
Del Lei-road’s one-armed drummer is
’Imre daring.
Perhaps if this album is successful,
drummer Scott Musick can purchase
some cymbals and toms to accornpany
his snare and bass drums.
This album is unlike sonic of its previous works, in which the band let its
own musical style shine through. The
song "The Walls Came Down." off its
1983 album "Modem Romans." is (me
of the most onginal songs of the decade.
Another great song done in the past
wa.s "Everywhere I Go." off the "Reconciliation" album. ’The emotion in this
song, and in (xher old Call songs, ha.s
been compared to the emotional level
displayed by U2.
This emotion can he seen when the
hand plays in concert, and that is just
what it is doing. On Tuesday The Call
will be performing at One Step Beyond

In a recent interview on"Saturday
Night With Connie Chung" the rotund
actor said that MGM-UA excised crucial scenes from "A Dry Vs’hite Season" to boost the film’s box-office potential.
"In my view they made decisions
alxiut cutting ’A Dry White Season’
which I think diminished the value (il
the picture and they did not take into
consideration the benefits that might befall people in Africa who are suffenng
as a result of the policies of apartheid...
...aid Brandt). according to a transcnpt
supplied by CBS News.
"I think they made a money deci. sion. If I know corporate executives, e%
pecially in the movie business. I know
they were thinking of the nioney.
’Mary Stevens Hardy. MGM-UKs
director of corporate communications.
could not inimediately be reached fix
comment.
Brandt) had asked MOM-UA t() replace the cut scenes, but they. had re !used. according to a recent interview
with Variety. the trade newspaper.
"They’re hoping I will go away like
some evil wind," Brand() told Miss
Chung. "But they’re mistaken because
I’m not gonna go away. This is life and
death. This is real life. We’re talking
about human relations. We’re talking
about human rights. Were addressing
ourselves to racial issues .. and that’s
vshy I care, because it’s not for money.

officials and some fix:al residents conALTAMONT PASS (AP) The
Rolling Stones concert at Altamont tinue to fight plans to hold car and nioSpeedway 20 years ago yesterday is still torcycle racing there.
"It’s as if the place has a curse on
remembered as nick’s darkest hour. the
day innocence died Mr the Flower C’hil- it, he lamented
The concert had been organized by
dren.
"For me, it became the point my en- the Rolling Stones as a gift to their fans,
tire generation’s hope turned to a reluc- but it tumetl into a fiasco even before it
tant resignation of how the world really got under way. Before it ended an 18is." said John Roberts. 42, a T-shin year-old youth WaS fatally stabbed in a
brawl near the stage, another drowned
maker who sells on Berkeley streets.
The violence and chaos that reigned
during the free music fete 50 miles east
of San Francisco had shattered the
dream of a utopian counterculture for
the ’60s generation.
There were no plans to publicly mark
the anniversary (il the concert. anti
Larry Ucey, who bought the facility’
and began renovations
months ago.
said he would like people to forget. It’s
soinething he fears will never happen.
"I don’t knovi, how to tight it. It’s so
hig. It %%as so bad and people just won’t
forget." said I .acey-. adding that county

NOW HIRING!
Permanent part time work,
Heavy Jan. schedule,
work as many hours
as you like,

Call RGIS Inventory
Specialist (408) 972-4001

.E0E.

Fresh Ideas for
Holiday Decorating.
Unique Ornaments
Fresh Flower Arrangements
resh Christmas Wreaths

MAC & PC
RENTALS

Everything you need to
make your holiday special.

If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed,
For Dissertations,
Papers, Homework,
Resumes, etc ...
FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES
10% student discount

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
539 S. Murphy

PSt-011.1.111.111111.1111.7111MMMI
Mil i,s1

44’

C rs‘)-$
call 723-3900
1198 Meridian Ave
San Jose, Ca. 95125
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,
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Sunnyvale

PARTY - ODYSSEY IService America is looking for eager, energetic people for
Convention Center:
the following positions at thc
Kitchen Helpers
Banquet waiters/waitresses
Dishwashers
Banquet Captains
Porters
Bartenders
Cooks
Please apply by calling 277- 3506, Mon - Wed, 10am 2pm.
You can help make ODYSSEY I the " Party of the Year"!

*
cot.
.p oN\--1
cst‘,%,‘
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EARN EXTRA COLLEGE CREDIT IN JUST 13 DAYS!
$5.00 PER CREDIT
EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE WINTER INTERSESSION CLASS

FOR OUR CUSTOMER’S
INFORMATION CONCERNING
GILLEI-1E LIQUID PAPER AND
PROPOSITION 65
After researching this matte our distributor we
have found that the State of California and
environmental groups have entered into a "Consent
Decree" with Gillette. This decree allows by March of
1990. In the interim, this product is available to
those customers wLshing to purchase Liquid Paper.
The Shelf tags read:

WARNING! THIS PRODUCT
CONTAINS CHEMICALS THAT MAY
CAUSE CANCER.
The alternative product available in the
General Supply Department are two styles of Pentel
Correction Pens. Also available in colors.
If you have any questions regarding the above
please contact the General Supply Department at
924-1816.

(408) 924-1800

GO FIRST CLASS ON ECONOMY FARE

San lose State University,"
San lose, California 95192

Art Appreciation
-Computer Information
-Ethnic Studies
-Geography
-History
-Philosophy (Logic & Introduction)

-Political Science
-Principles of Real Estate
-Principles of Economics (Macro)
-Psychology (General & Developmental)
-Sociology
-Speech Communications

CREDIT CAN BE TRANSFERRED TO SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Classes run January 2-19, Monday thru Friday, 3 week session
For more information on Winter Intersession classes, please call
Admissions & Records, 270-6441 or
270-6450.
Walk-in registration now in progress. For express registration,
bring SJSU I.D. with you!

EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE
3095 Yerba Buena Road
San Jose, California 95135
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Photography by Teresa Hurteau: text by Valerie Junger
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Television show
puts spotlight on
Down’s syndrome
MIAMI (API - Like millions of
other children, 3-year -old Tiffany Geraldi went off to begin preschool this
tall. But she was soon sent home and
told noi it) return.
Tiffany was excluded because she
has Down’s syndmme. The first attempt
at "mainstreaming" her with a typical
preschotil class had proved unsuccessful.
Tiffany’s adoptive parents, Dr. Michael Geraldi anti his wife. Camille.
were upset. but not defeated.
’They have adopted seven children
with Ckiwn’s, have pending adoptions
for six others and have legal guardianship of another, a grand total of 14.
They also have two children of their
own.
The Geraldis began the "Up With
Down Syndrome" foundation in 1987
and devoted it to training, loving and
caring for children with Down’s syndrome. They also counsel the natural
parents of the children.
In addition. they pmvide day carc for
parents of other children with the pmble111 and teach adults with Down’s how
to develop better joh skills and become

Maguire & Mehallo

Seven Second Delay

News

inore independent. All of these services
are free.
Most of the children the (kraldis
have adopted. who range in age from 2
nuaillis to 3 years. have serious medical
problems. The problems can range from
digestive disorders to serious hean defects.
Down’s syridnime is a genetic defect
resulting from a child’s having one extra
chromosome. This extra chromosome
can cause the child to he born with a
host of physical and mental problems.
Symptoms can include a depressed
nose, clubfeet, a raised upper lip, wide
spacing between fingers and toes and
decreased mental capacity..
Parents have been counseled in the
past to put their children in an institution
because of mental retardation, hut Mrs.
Geraldi says current research shins. that
a loving home environment alloy... then)
to function at a higher level.
The foundation’s two group homes in
the Miami suburb of Kendall are designed to provide that support. she says.
Ms. Gerald’. a nurse with a special
education degree, says she developed a
special sympathy for children with

41i01
-riois, Alf

7~ Yeti

Neal. Eh&

-4Skt
Funhouse

Down’s syndrome at a very young age.
While she was working as a nurse at
Miami Children’s Hospital. she DWI her
husband and found they shared a love
for children that were not perfect and
normal...
"He was as sensitive as I was to the
children,’ she says.
Geraldi. 11 pediatrician. and his wik
attempted it) adopt a Down’s baby from
various agencies, including the Depanmen! of Health and Rehabilitative Services. hut never heard from any of them.
In the meantime, they had their our)
two children. Renae. 12. and Jaclyn.
1 I.
But in 19W) they received a call about
a very sick hahy with Down’s in Mississippi who was 5 weeks old and weighed
only four pounds. They picked her up in
Missksippi and, after some kgal red
tape, they adopted the child, Darlene,
now a healthy 3 -year-old.
The foundation is supported solely hy
donations and her husband’s saltuy, she
says.
Because of his salary. they don’t
qualify for any kind of state aid. she

Aaron Malchow
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San Tomas )

83 MAZDA R X7. one ow.r. $4900
Excellent

INFANT -

CHILDCARE POSITION AVAILABLE

can have choice of quality plans

STUDENT

FOR

Elise Rogation et

(415)723-5868
NEED

mony other jobs available No I.
PERSONA 453-0505
CAREGIVERS

Two
Three
One
Day
Days
Days
3 mes S4 30
$5 BO
$5 30
4 L Ines $5 30
$6 BO
S6 30
5 ones
S6 30
$7 70
S2 30
6 L mes $7 20
$8 25 S8 70
F ach Additional Line Add $1 00

Tolomarketere

Four
Days
$6 05
$7 05
S8 05
$8 95

Five
Days
$6 35
$7 30
S8 25
$9 25

Each
Extra
Day
$1 10
$1 30
$1 45
$1 60

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines 577 00
5-9 Lines $55 00
15 Plus L ’nes $99 00

Phone 924-3277

Cell (4010453-

’1111.1111i!

1

I

I

I

.1

’ill

Print Name
Address

Phone

5838 or apply in person at 1450

C.ty & State

Koll Circle. suite 102
Apply
TODAY start tomorrow EOE
XMAS HELP NEEDED." Do you need
SU now? GOLDEN
MARKETING has tho

following

positions

Manager

trainees
SWes
shifts)

ovallablo

COUNTY

Receptionist IwIrndst
(all
oupport
Drivers
Telemarke.rs

Wo offer

competitive pay. ploosant

Announcements

Greek

Serwces

Automohve

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers
For Sale

Housmg

Travel
T ypmg

L osl & Found
Personal

V... and floolible ochoduk.
Ail positions can become pormenent
1401/453-58311 or apply
In person at 1450 Koll Circle suit.

Enclosed ,s $

Circle a Classification

%UM

mommasememememmolosmo

For

SENO CHECK. MONEY ORDER

I ’nes

_ Days

ClassHted Desk LocaNd Inside WIN 102

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds
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emmemmumummimmineemmmmenummi
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Measles
1 .111111..iscs 1.1 OW C111111: 1 Cal. acsoid
nig to I h 11,aleanne
chat’ tit
\ ’nem an College Health ASSOCIii
!loll 111111111111/M1ot) CO1111111110:
HIM Is
4,101 lilt’ ’,II I case, tepotted
tot PlIth. she +aid
The ’morn! touthreak IS J iru% knou
.IS 11111011.1,
.*1:11 111C.111.,.... assort"
ing to I tette:11.k I he ss moon’s. %Ouch
1,0a
,ihoui lit dass. range Iron) a
light lash and le,ei to II1111111e,
NC\ CR’ Cal 1100.11011S. he said.
[be iesults )
hinge tioni pneumonia to hum damage in ottani, Ibis
sirus is more SC\ Cre than nibella. or
iennati measles." in vaiich lighter
ssiiiptoins last tor about three days,
..Of ding to Ficklerhk

Hose cc ho ate at risk tange nom unions to ,talece age people. or anyone
19C(w. Frederick said. Those
ts ho sten: minium/eft at a young age
Inas not he completely protected.
.1.. t.1.1111g. 111 111C111C.11 M/U11.1.,.
NC%) 1111111111.1111111 ha). 1;111111: .1).111
.11)1C 111.11 0111: dose is not erinlIph, I ..111J
’,lid
"II IS heginning to look like peo-

ple ss ill need tut) minium/anon,
\ ash added that some tit the 1/11110:11011
111.1\ 11.I\

%%1,111 Of1

IleN%

Games

From page

IIAI)tiOse

ret.1)1111IICII

)1411111 ILI% been
hy several
meths.!’ Tani/anon,.
including the
.111 College Health Association.
the \ mental’ V adeni% 01 Pediatrics
and the Ad% isois (.0,111111mA. on Intiminiation Practices
AAI’ reconinwnds a second dose
ot %accine tor eseryone at age 12. lust
bei’le the Huddle ,ehool years. ulien

From page 1

m10.111011 lor Ilealth. Physical
ton. Recreation and I >ante
List ueek, the A S donated SiNto
Mini the special allocations account to
pay loi oltit iating. she %aid li I) Cash.
A.S director ot student services. said
the tournament ss ill pros ide a gum’ opponunits tot student, to see athletes
ss h handicap%
"I’m really excited about IC he
said. "I think ifs going to be great for
students to see these athletes."
Volunteers are neetled to keep basketball statistics and keep time, Tripp
said. Anyone interested should contact
Tripp at 924-3014

measles caws Marl to increase

A(.11’. hosscser, recommeikts
that children receive the second dose of
the \Jkillle Ji SI:1141.111
beLdllse
slaiCs 11.1\ e
III plate tor checking the immuntiation record ot students
Both mg:int/anon, it:commend that
entering college students he gisen a second dose Until those students who have
already. received the double vaccination
begin it, enter college
A state law already requires that entry
school age children. about six years old.
he imititinwed, according to Latta.
Frederick said the history of vaccine
research demonstrated the need for a
second iminunt/ation.
Ile said that from 1463 to 1969, phy
,icians used many different experimental saccines made of "killed’. viruses
and " li% e" viruses.
The killed viruses caused sporadic
side ellects when exposed to live. uncontrolled viruses and wen: discontinued in 14N19, according to Lana. Lana
worked at the Center fOr I)isease Control in Atlanta empliasiiing on measles
research
From 1970 to 1979. all vaccines ad
ministered were switched entirely. to thc
vinis vaccines. However. medical
sources agree that the vaccine would not
he as effective il exposed to subtle tem
pciatint changes, such as sunlight.
1 att.’ said
1979. a itev% thermal stablizing
unit has been used in the live virus vaccine to enstin: that a remained effective,
according to Frederick.

Lab security misses
gun, drugs in truck
LivERNioRy. ow) --- A truck
driver making a delivery at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory was allowed through two security checkpoints
and the entrance of the top-secret plutonium building before guards discovered
a loaded gun and drugs in his truck,
according to a published report.
’The driver was not arrested. and the
federal weapons lab 35 mite, cam ot
San Francisco did not seek charges
against the dnver until two weeks after
the Nov. 16th incident. the San Jose
Men:ury News reported in Wednesday’s editions.
A congn:ssional report n:lea.sed over
the weekend said 1.1,NI. failed to adequately protect its plutonium, a radioactive material used to make homhs

Change

From page 1

From page

"I tell sou my name and now you
want to knoss what pills I’m taking?"
’Him statement illustrated Baylor’s
often irrational responses io questions
Ills inind. like a di,tant ’,who ’,Lawn.

and out At time,. he
seemed to lade
v.as very clear and knew what lie
wanted to do Shooly atter. he appeared
uncenain or 11.11111,1 den) Me pre, low,
statement
"Maybe someday I want a good lob
where I can help people. I want to find
out what they’re thinking," he said.
Minutes later. the story. changed.
-Everybody expects me to get a Job
and join their society and they’re fucking it up!" Baylor’s eyes had a piercing
look as he wagged his forefinger at the
ground.
"By the time I get to my goal, by the
time I put myself through it. it’s not
worth it... he said
Despite the had things that he has
seen. Baylor said he feels safer at this 7
Eleven. At other stores, he said he get,
kicked out for all kintls of reasons.

sa%

LUSIOIllet")

J revoImmo against !tient because they’re
111

diC

I’m

;labs
I Kasen’ t got a iloitentigi tik Act lyre
liaylor said
in three
hat takt Nxhrrs stitre clerks Ikhhir
l’ossell
Nguyen
Olt!,

’ lite police won’t respond, I’ve
.alled them sorra’ times,- said Pewell . who has worket1 there three weeks

’it suck% because they stink, they’re
nasty . they. don’t belong here They belong some place else,- Powell said.
Nguyen. a business 11101E. SyMpyl
’hi/es ’,kith their plight more
"Fin nisi sorry ter them. I think they
should go get a job, Nguyen said.
()Mei opinions aside, Baylor’s objector is as clear as I I th Street at 2 a.m.
"I do whatever I can to get the
change

Heart attack ruled out
in S.F. crane collapse
SAN FRANCISCO i AP)
A ,tate
official investigating last week’s deadly
crane collapse in the city’s Financial
District said a heart attack has been
ruled out as a cause of the disaster.
Immediately after the Nov. 28 accident. there was speculation that crane
operator Lonnie Boggess may have suffered a heart attack just before the 2441
ton crane collapsed.

Credit

From page 1

me- the possibility of leasing space to
the credit union
lanet Redding, represcinane of the
Alumni 1ssot ’anon. said that the .1.0.11.1.1111111 11.1
111S1 1.1111:11 thwiissine the
possihilits It would hase to muse its
operation, into a smaller space in order
to accomodate the student,. ’,ince the
association is wane all ot the asailable
space rIghI fit
said.

stnict at Fifth and San C’arlos. the current site 01 the Afro-American Studies
buildirn:. II the weather station is built,
the A S could lease space. and suhlease
it to the credit union. Santandrea said
Santandrea support% the idea oi .411
dent credit union. and hopes to find a
place tor it somewhere on campus.
sthere students can easily access their
set-sties.
111Ve
"The credit union can do things ler
III:III Ole
the student% that the A.S. can’t really
11111011 If II uould he a comfortable
lit." Redding said.
do.’ he said.
The, ,ohrhon however. %mid ako he The S.IS1.1 site for the weather station
letnporar. mkt: hoth or the orgainia- has not been approved yet however.
lions are cis iv, rig . Redding said
said Ron 1)uvall, director of Spartan
’,tone ha, spoken with 1ssociated Shops.
SILklents President Scott Saiilandrea,
The credit union began as an indeand both base heen uorking 1111 a 1)1.111 pendent study project tit student Keith
11) 111111 11/11111 111
Meteorology build- Floshiko in his commercial flanking
ing %%Inch the 1,imersity hopes to con- class He conducted a stud) to see if

students would be interested in a credit
union.
After receiving a positive response,
Floshiko began to set up the organization, obtaining a charter tiont the National (.’redit l’nion Administration. and
asking for deposits from other Bay Area
credit unions so that they could get
%baled.
According it) Stone. six or seven institution% in the area. such as the Stanlerd Federal Credit Union. and the
Santa Clara Credit Union, gave them
money to start operating.
The credit unions "saw that Keith
(1-loshiktil had the ambition and tlrive to
we it through, Stone said
The credit union started ssith only 20
members. Stone said. hut now alias
over 300.
"We’ve really. come around. We’re

getting bigger and bigger." Stone said.
Since the credit union was staned
October I, 1986. it ha.s loaned students
over $250,000. In addition it) getting
students through financial difficulties, it
gives the slUdents who volunteer their
time expenence while they are still in
schtx)I.
"It’s like a hank. hut on a smaller
scale,’’ Stone said.
Students are "making a lot of the
same decisions that a senior exectitne
would he making. said Brute CO.
rane. one of the credit union’ s ad% 1,er,
Stone, who is a senior majoring in I
mince. said that he was working at the
credit union it) "till out the resume. and
to see what ifs like in the financial in
dustry.
"It gives us a chance to test our
mettle. he said.

Your campus magazine
Pick up a copy on Monday!

PEARL HARBOR NIGHT

"I
ti 11.1. discovered
the fiwinula fiw taking
the late nights out
of lab class.
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lioNs’re Nou going to do it?

PS/2 it!

I’leasc call Il3M at (408) 452-4190 for ordering
and/or product information or to schedule a
personal demonstration. Financing options
arc available.
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EVERY FRIDAY IS "SHARK BITE" NIGHT
$1.75 SHARK BITES ALL NIGHT
FIRST 100 PEOPLE THROUGH THE DOOR
RECEIVE A FREE SHARK BITE T-SHIRT
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